Submissive collars Etsy
February 7th, 2019 - You searched for submissive collars Etsy is the home to thousands of handmade vintage and one of a kind products and gifts related to your search. No matter what you’re looking for or where you are in the world, our global marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options. Let’s get started.

Submissive collar Etsy
April 20th, 2019 - Check out our submissive collar selection for the very best in unique or custom handmade pieces from our chokers shops. Submissive collar for women’s leather o ring choker discreet slave collar gift girl BDSM fetish wide BDSM bondage collar celtic ornament DecoriaBelle 5 out of 5 stars 22.

Voice Control Shock Collar rubberslave.blogspot.com
April 18th, 2019 - It’s Just A Simple Collar That You Place On Your slave’s Neck Make Sure The Little Box On The Collar Is Positioned Over Your slave’s Vocal Cords Which Will Make Them Useless No Sound WHATSOEVER Comes Out Of Their Mouth Anymore Instead The Voice Control Takes Over And Kinda
Modifies The slave’s Attempts To Talk Whine And So On

Collar BDSM Wikipedia
April 20th, 2019 - A wolf collar is a collar fitted with spikes, studs, or nails which in the BDSM context are decorative. Such collars were originally used to protect dogs from wolves; hence the name and have been adopted by the BDSM community. The spikes are considered to be dangerous, and such collars are used with care.

Using Dog Collars for Slave Training – Master Z Is Me
April 16th, 2019 - After some research I settled on a dog training collar as the best way to administer the shock. The collar I got from Aetertek has a very convenient remote which allows me to select one of seven levels of shock. It also has a vibration feature which can be useful to call the slave to me from anywhere in the house or the bar.

Slave Collar TV Tropes
October 22nd, 2018 - In Octavia Butler’s Parable series there are shock collars worn by slaves. In the Gor series all slaves wear collars. The first time Tarl sees a slave girl he notices her collar, but having no point of reference for Beautiful Slave Girls, it doesn’t click that it’s a slave collar. He thinks it’s just a piece of jewelry.

Collars This is Gor
April 11th, 2019 - Slave Girl of Gor page 215 In a collar
a girl may flaunt herself Blood Brothers of Gor page 110 To know what it is to be a slave one must be in a collar one must be a slave Vagabonds of Gor page 286 Band QUOTE She wore a common band collar flat close-fitting Magicians of Gor page 92

SWTOR Vette and her Shock Collar FULL VERSION
April 9th, 2019 - Full 13 minutes of everyone’s favourite Twilek being abused Vette is wearing the Slave Girl outfit from the Nar Shadaa social vendor Dezaxa is wearing Ventilated Triumvirate dyed white red

Demonstration of a Slave Collar Historian Anthony Cohen
April 5th, 2019 - In this American History TV event from 2010 Mr Cohen details his experiences in having a slave collar made by a blacksmith and then unsuccessfully trying to wear it Category News amp Politics